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Analyst - Datamonitor Healthcare
Datamonitor Healthcare
London

Datamonitor Healthcare, part of the international Informa Group, has an exciting opportunity for a Graduate
Healthcare Analyst to join a team of market-leading experts. In this role, you will take your first steps to
becoming an industry expert and will deliver insightful research on issues across the healthcare and
pharmaceutical sectors, producing high quality output in the form of reports and briefs. This is an excellent
opportunity for a graduate with a degree in life sciences to join a best-in-class brand and develop your career
as a market expert in this field.
Datamonitor Healthcare provides a total business information solution to the pharmaceutical and
healthcare industries. We provide expertise in therapeutic, strategic, and company market analysis and
competitive intelligence to the global pharmaceutical and healthcare markets, enabling them to ultimately
make valuable and profitable decisions. For this position, we are specifically looking for a motivated selfstarter who has a strong understanding of scientific and medical literature and is looking to start a career
as a thought leader in this field.
KEY RESPONSIBILITIES:
 Produce hard-hitting and original insight on the healthcare industry, authoring a variety of opinion
pieces, case studies and in-depth issue reports.
 Deliver insightful research, by developing a structured and logical approach to data collection,
collating disease- and drug-specific data and inputing it into a proprietary database.
 Work with senior team members to identify the key commercial opportunities and challenges in
the markets, as well as supporting the construction of sophisticated market forecast models in
various therapy areas.
 Analyse market conditions to develop an understanding of the industry dynamics, identify the
critical success factors within the market and forecast the direction of the market.
SKILLS & EXPERIENCE:
 Minimum 2:1 degree in the life sciences, however other are degrees considered
 Experience in the pharmaceutical/biotech industry would be a distinct advantage.
 Experience of collecting quality research and producing analytical reports.
 The ability to interpret and integrate data and information to develop clear, logical and conclusive
analysis.
To apply, please submit your CV, a detailed cover letter and salary expectations here.

